
The Quixote Windmill Challenge
Windmills in Suffolk Visible from Public 

Roads

 

The inspiration for this challenge, based in Suffolk, came from Clare Hinsley, for riders who like to 
participate but don't have the time to travel long distances.  Just visit these Suffolk villages with 
windmills, then, take a picture to prove you've been there.

The Which3Words word combination for each windmill is included, not to spoon feed you, but to 
promote the use of this valuable app that can pinpoint where you want to meet up with friends, or 
even tell the emergency services where you are.

Scoring as follows:
1 point for every picture of you and your bike with some or all of the windmill in the background.
Lose half a point if either you or your bike is missing.  Both missing means no points.
A tie will be decided by a draw from a hat.



The prize is appropriate and inexpensive, and the award will be made at the December AGM.

Please send entries to secretary@suffolkriders.co.uk by 31 October 2021.
 

A simple way to use What3Words is to copy the three words in the column adjacent to the village 
name onto your clipboard, open the website on your browser and click in the box top left (with a 
spyglass and a default 3 words), and paste the contents of your clipboard.

 

Alternatively, take the three words and add them to the website name in your web browser, for 
example for Bardwell type in

Village

Three words for 

What3Words.com

Bardwell proofs.pulse.reinstate

Drinkstone students.revamping.missions

Holton strongly.group.blink

Pakenham backed.design.minivans

Saxtead 

Green bleaching.sulked.solder

Stanton change.appoints.peach

Thelnetham lift.estimated.engulfing

Woodbridge surveyed.outbursts.seabirds

mailto:secretary@suffolkriders.co.uk
http://www.what3words.com/


www.what3words.com/proofs.pulse.reinstate

You will see a Google map that usually looks blank, but if you zoom out  you will be able to see the 
location of the windmill.  NB you can use the Little Yellow Man to give you a Google Street View 
too:  see also Newsletter #20.

Good luck,
Chris Austin
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